divisors of a toroidal compactification; this complex, which is homotopy equivalent to the original locally symmetric space Z, arises in the calculation of the weight filtration on the cohomology of the logarithmic de Rham complex. Under certain conditions (as I was reminded by Wiesia Nizio l, commenting on the construction in [HLTT] 1 ) Berkovich has defined an isomorphism between the weight zero cohomology with compact support of a scheme and the compactly supported cohomology of the associated Berkovich analytic space, which is a topological space. His results apply to both ℓ-adic and p-adicétale cohomology as well as to Hodge theory. In this paper we apply this isomorphism to the toroidal compactification S ′ of a Shimura variety S. Both S and S ′ are defined over some number field E; we fix a place v of E dividing the rational prime p and let |S| and |S ′ | be the associated analytic spaces over E v in the sense of Berkovich. We observe that Σ is homotopy equivalent to |S ′ | \ |S| 2 Moreover, when S and S ′ both have good reduction at v, |S| and |S ′ | are both contractible [B1] , and it follows easily that the cohomology of Σ maps to H * c (|S ′ |) in the theories considered in [B2] .
These ideas will be worked out systematically in forthcoming work. The present note explains the construction in the simplest situation. We only consider cohomology with trivial coefficients of Shimura varieties with a single class of rational boundary components, assumed to be of dimension 0. We work with connected rather than adelic Shimura varieties and write the boundary as a union of connected quotients of a (non-hermitian) symmetric space by discrete subgroups. We also only work at places of good reduction, in order to quote Berkovich's theorems directly. In [HLTT] it is crucial to at arbitrary level, but the relevant target spaces are the ordinary loci of Shimura varieties. Perhaps Berkovich's methods apply to these spaces as well, but for the moment this cannot be used, since the results of [B2] have not been verified for rigid cohomology.
Berkovich gives a topological interpretation in [B2] of the weight zero stage of the Hodge filtration, but it can also be used as a topological definition of this part of the cohomology. Since the cohomology of Σ has a natural integral structure, it's conceivable that the results 1 Since writing the first version of this article I have learned that Laurent Fargues had essentially the same idea independently.
2 Our Shimura varieties are attached to groups of rational rank 1, whose toroidal boundary is the blowup of point boundary components in the minimal compactification. More general Shimura varieties are compactified by adding strata attached to different conjugacy classes of maximal parabolics, and then |S ′ | \ |S| has several strata as well.
of Berkovich provide some information about torsion in cohomology. This is one of the main motivations for reconsidering the construction of [HLTT] in the light of Berkovich's theory.
I also thank my coauthors Kai-Wen Lan, Richard Taylor, and Jack Thorne, for providing the occasion for the present paper; Wiesia Nizio l, for pointing out the connection with Berkovich's work; and Sam Payne, for explaining the results of Berkovich and Thuillier.
Jon Rogawski was exceptionally generous in person. Although we met rarely, on at least two separate occasions he took the time to help me find my way around technical problems central to the success of my work. He will be greatly missed.
The construction
The standard terminology and notation for Shimura varieties will be used without explanation. Let (G, X) be the datum defining a Shimura variety S(G, X), with G a connected reductive group over Q and X a union of copies of the hermitian symmetric space attached to the identity component of G(R). Let D be one of these components and let Γ ⊂ G(Q) be a congruence subgroup; then S = Γ\D is a connected component of S(G, X) at some finite level K; here K is an open compact subgroup of G(A f ). Then S has a canonical model over some number field E = E(D, Γ). We assume Γ is neat; then S is smooth and has a family of smooth projective toroidal compactifications, as in [AMRT] . We make a series of simplifying hypotheses. Hypothesis 1.1. The group G has rational rank 1. Let P be a rational parabolic subgroup of G (unique up to conjugacy); then P is the stabilizer of a point boundary component of D.
It follows from the general theory in [AMRT] that if S ′ ⊃ S is a toroidal compactification then the complement S ′ \ S is a union of rational divisors. We pick such an S ′ , assumed smooth and projective, and assume that S ′ \ S is a divisor with normal crossings. Let v be a place of E dividing the rational prime p. This is proved by Lan for PEL type Shimura varieties at hyperspecial level in several long papers, starting with [L] .
LetS denote the base change of S to the algebraic closure of F v ,S an the associated Berkovich analytic space, and |S| (rather than |S an |) the underlying topological space. We use the same notation for S ′ . Let Z = |S ′ | \ |S|. 
Proof. Contractibility of |S| and |S ′ | follows from 1.2 by the results of §5 of [B1] (though the contractibility of analytifications of spaces with good reduction seems only to be stated explicitly in the introduction). Since S ′ is proper, |S ′ | is compact. Then (a) and (b) are clear and (c) follows from the long exact sequence for cohomology
Let P = LU be a Levi decomposition, with L reductive and U unipotent, let L 0 denote the identity component of the Lie group L(R), and let D P denote the symmetric space attached to L 0 (or to its derived subgroup (L 0 ) der ). The minimal compactification (or Satake compactification) S * of S is a projective algebraic variety obtained by adding a finite set of points, say N points, which we can call "cusps," to S. The toroidal compactifications S tor of [AMRT] , which depend on combinatorial data, are constructed by blowing up the cusps; each one is replaced by a configuration of rational divisors, to which we return momentarily. For appropriate choices of data S tor is a smooth projective variety and ∂S tor = S tor \ S is a divisor with normal crossings; ∂S tor is a union of N connected components, one for each cusp. The reductive Borel-Serre compactification S rs of S is a compact (non-algebraic) manifold with corners (boundary in this case) containing S as dense open subset, and such that
where for each j ∆ j is a cocompact congruence subgroup of L(Q). Details on S rs can be found in a number of places, for example [BJ] . We introduce this space only in order to provide an independent description of Z. Roughly speaking, Z is canonically homotopy equivalent to S rs \ S. More precisely, let S ֒→ S tor be a toroidal compactification as above consider the incidence complex Σ of the divisor with normal crossings ∂S tor . This is a simplicial complex whose vertices are the irreducible components ∂ i of ∂S tor , whose edges are the non-trivial intersections ∂ i ∩ ∂ j , and so on. Proposition 1.5. The incidence complex Σ is homeomorphic to a triangulation of S rs \ S.
Proof. In [HZ] , Corollary 2.2.10, it is proved that Σ is a triangulation of a compact deformation retract of S rs \S; but under 1.1 S rs \S is already compact. In any case, Σ and S rs \ S are homotopy equivalent.
Theorem 1.6. (Berkovich and Thuillier) There is a canonical deformation retraction of
This is proved but not stated in [T] , and can also be extracted from [B1] . A more precise reference will be provided in the sequel.
In what follows, H
• c will be one of the cohomology theories (a') H 
The image of φ is the weight zero subspace in cases (a') and (c) and is the space of smooth vectors for the action of the Galois group (see [B2] , p. 666 for the definition) in case (a").
Proof. This follows directly from 1.5, 1.6 and Theorem 1.1 of [B2] .
The key word is canonical. This means that the retractions commute with change of discrete group Γ (provided the condition 1.2 is preserved) and with Hecke correspondences, or (more usefully) the action of the group G(A f ) in the adelic Shimura varieties. In particular, the adelic version of the corollary asserts roughly that the induced representation from P (A f ) to G(A f ) of the topological cohomology of the locally symmetric space attached to L injects into the cohomology with compact support of the adelic Shimura variety S(G, X), with image by either the weight zero subspace or the smooth vectors for the Galois action.
Some extensions and questions
Comment 2.1. Hypothesis 1.1 is superfluous. The homotopy type of |S ′ | \ |S| is more complicated but can be described along lines similar to 1.6. Comment 2.2. The article [HLTT] treats more general local coefficients by studying the weight zero cohomology of Kuga families of abelian varieties over Shimura varieties. The analytic space of the boundary in this case is a torus bundle with fiber (S 1 ) d over the base Z, where d is the relative dimension of the Kuga family over S. The Leray spectral sequence identifies the cohomology of the total space as the cohomology of Z with coefficients in a sum of local systems attached to irreducible representations of L. In this way one can recover the Eisenstein classes of [HLTT] for general coefficients.
Question 2.3. In [HZ] the combinatorial calculation of the boundary contribution to coherent cohomology is accompanied by a differential calculation, in which the Dolbeault complex near the toroidal boundary is compared to the de Rham complex on the incidence complex. Does this have analogues in other cohomology theories?
Question 2.4. Is there a version of Berkovich's theorem in [B2] for local systems that works directly with Z and S and avoids the use of Kuga families? For ℓ prime to p, local systems over S with coefficients in Z/ℓ n Z, attached to algebraic representations of G, become trivial when Γ is replaced by an appropriate subgroup of finite index. This suggests that the analogue of 1.7 for ℓ-adic cohomology with twisted coefficients can be proved directly on the adelic Shimura variety. It's not so clear how to handle cases (a") and (c).
Question 2.5. Does Berkovich's theorem apply to rigid cohomology, which is the theory used in [HLTT] ? In particular, does it apply to the ordinary locus of the toroidal compactification? Question 2.6. Most importantly, is there a version of 1.7 that keeps track of the torsion cohomology of S rs \ S? The possibility of assigning Galois representation to torsion cohomology classes is the subject of a series of increasingly precise and increasingly influential conjectures. Can the methods of [HLTT] be adapted to account for these classes?
